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ABsrRAcr

Compositions of 45 ferrotapiolite-tantalite pairs from 12 granitic pegmatites were analyzed by electnon microprobe to establish
empirically the shape, extent and position of the two-phase field in the columbite quadrilateral. The field is perceptibly broader
than that defined earlier on the basis of single-phase samples. The compositions of single phases located within the boundaries
based on coexisting minerals are, under the conditions of crystallization, probably metastable. The two-phase field derived from
coexisting minerals approximates an isothermal section through a pseudoquatemary solvus in the columbite quadrilateral through
most of the coune of its boundaries, as defined by primary Nb.enriched ferrotapiolite - tantalite pairs from blocky zones and
albitic units of their parent pegmatites. Extremely fractionated mineral pairs most enriched in Mn and Ta come from late
associations replacing simpsonite; they crystallized at distinctly lower temperatures. Boundaries of the fwo-phase field are
controlled by temperature,io2), structural state, impudries disturbing the 48206 stoichiometry. and probably pressure. All these
factors require thorough experimental reinvestigation.

Keywords:. tantalite, tapiolite, columbite, miscibility gap, metastability, granitic pegmatites.

SoraN4aRs

La composition chimique de 45 paires ferrotapiolite + tantalite provenant de douze pegmatiles granitiques a 6t6 d6termin6e par
analyse i la microsonde dlectronique afin de d6terminer la forme, la port6e et la posirion du domaine i deux phases dans le
quadrilatEre de la columbite. Ce domaine est plus large que celui qui est d6jh 6tabli i panir des 6chantillons monophas6s. [a
composition de ceux-ci qui sont situ6s d I'intdrieur des limites du domaine i deux phases serait due h un ph6nomdne de cristallisation
m6tastable dans le milieu pegmatitique. [,e domaine i deux phases qui respecte la composition des min6raux coexistants simule
une section isothermale d'un solws pseudo-quaternaire dans le quadrilatbre de la columbite, telle que ddfinie par des paires
ferrotapiolite enrichie en Nb + tantalite provenant des zones i grains grossiers et des unitds albitiques des pegmatites. Un
fractionnement extr€me, avec enrichissement en Mn et Ta caractdrise les paires d'une association tardive qui remplace la
simpsonite, et qui s'est form& h une tempdrature nettement plus faible. [.es limites du domaine d deux phases ddpendent de la
tempdrature,flO), le degrd d'ordre, le niveau d'impuretds qui affectent la sto€chiom6trie 48206, et tout probablement la pression.
Tous ces facteurs devront faire I'objet d'une 6tude expdrimentale.

(lraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-clds: tantalite, tapiolite, lacune de miscibilit6, m6tastabilitd, pegmatites granitiques.

lNTRoDUcnoN

Extensive confusion reigned in the initial studies of
the Fe, Mn, M, Ta oxide minerals, but the compositional
difference betwein tetragonal ferrotapiolite FeTa2O6
and orthorhombic tantalite (Fe ! Mn)(Ta > \!)zOo was
recognizedratherearly (e.9., Ford 1932;sen,Cen! et al.
1989a for nomenclature). However, the existence of a
compositional gap between ferrotapiolite and tantalite
was recognized only much later. Since the 1960s"

published compilations of columbite--tantalite and fer-
rotapiolite compositions, combined q/ith sets of new
data, have demonstrated this gap rather clearly. Never-
theless, the extent and shape of the nvo-phase region
differ somewhat from author to author, and are more
often than not violated by a few data-points.

Surprisingly, experimental work pedormed to date
has not substantially improved our understanding ofthe
two-phase region. Experiments conducted under
geologically realistic conditions are extremely scarce,
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and field boundaries established by various researchers
under comparable conditions are considerably different.

In the course of study of several pegmatite localities
and pegmatite fields, we have collected data on coexist-
ing fenotapiolite and tantalite from a variety of pegma-
tite types (Cemj et al. 1984, 1987). Aware of an
emerging pattern, internally consistent but perceptibly
different from previous experience, we have comple-
mented these data by examining additional pairs of
ferrotapiolite + tantalite, and by critically evaluating data
from the literature for reliability. The present paper
summarizes all acceptable results; we evaluate the data
characterizing the natural pairs offerrotapiolite + tanta-
lite, compare them to the experimental results, and
suggest a course of action for further studies.

PREVIOUS WORK

Natural assemblages

Figures LA to lE show the columbite quadrilateral,
with diverse compilations of data on the composition of
columbite-tantalite and tapiolite minerals as they were
published, and in part already mutually combined, by
Moreau & Tramasure (1965), Z&lt (1975), Sahama
(1980), Foord (1976), von Knorring & Fadipe (1981)
and Voloshin & Pakhomovskyi (1988). None of these
authors mentioned coexisting tapiolite + columbite-tan-
talite minerals. Thus it can be assumed that most data
points on these diagrams represent single-phase compo-
sitions. Withtheexception ofthe von Knorring &Fadipe
data the two-phase region separating tapiolite from
tantalite is not well expressed, and it is violated even in
their diagram.

Single-phase tapiolite and columbite-tantalite also
constitute the data points of Figure lF, based on Cernf
& Ercit (1985, 1989). However, this diagram summa-
rizes only reliable mdern data acquired since 1970" and
additional unpublished compositions collected by the
present authors since 1980. The two-phase field is rather
sharply defined here, violated only by the ferrotapiolite-
manganotapiolite sequence from the Tiainen pegmatite
(Lahtr et al. 1983), which is so far unique in the world
and most probably metastable (Cernf & Ercit 1985). For
this reason, this sequence will be disregarded in our
forthcoming considerations.

Note that the "gaps" adjacent to the FeNbrOu-
FeTa2O6 and FeM2O6-MnNb2O6 joins of Figure lF are
geochemical rather than crystallochemical. The data
shown in Figure lF refer exclusively to columbite-tan-

talite from granitic pegmatites that invariably show at
least an incipient fractionation of Mn from Fe and Ta
from Nb. The apparent gaps would be significantly
reduced were any data for columbite from alkaline,
peralkaline and carbonatite rocks included. However,
such data are not readily available in the literature and,
in any case, they are not relevant to the problem at hand
because of low levels of Ta fractionation from Nb in
these environmens; tapiolite is not known, and even
tantalite is extremely unlikely to occur.

Several reasons undoubtedly account for the differ-
ences in the shape and "purity" ofthe fenotapiolite-tan-
talite gap in Figures lA-E and lF. Analyical separation
of Nb and Ta was notoriously difficult until the 1960s;
the phase composition of the analyzed material was also
potentially questionable before the advent ofthe electron
microprobe, unless checked by X-ray diffraction. Impu-
rities that become prominent in ixiolite compositions
(Sn, Ti, W, Sc, Fe$) expand the columbite-tantalite
field, and their contents increase with the decreasing
degree of cation order in columbite-tantalite (dernf ei
at.lgu,Cernf & Ercit 1985, 1989). t ast, but not liast,
metastable precipitates may also constitute some of the
phases shown in Figures LA-E that violate the two-phase
region ofFigure lF (Graham & Thornber 1974,1975).

Synthetic phases

Figure 2 summarizes the results of experimental work
by Schriicke (1966), Moreau & Tramasure (1965),
Komkov ( I 973) and Komkov & Dubik ( I 974a b, I 983).
In addition to these studies covering the entire quadrilat-
eral, Turnock (1966) examined the MnTatO6-FeTa2O6
edge of the quadrilateral in his synthesis of wodginite,
with results closely matching those of Komkov & Dubik
(1974a) under comparable conditions. Howevel the
results of Tanaka et al. (1988) on the binary systems
FeTa2O6-MnTa2O6 and MnNb2O6-MnTa2O6 differ
from all other data. Tokizaki et al. (1986) were the only
authors to systematically examine the influence of
oxygen fugacity on the stability of orthorhombic and
tetragonal phases.

Most of the two-phase field boundaries were deter-
mined in dry systems at high temperatures (9C0.-
I l@'C) and atmospheric pressure. Results obtained by
Moreau & Tramasure (1965) and Komkov (1973) at
1050-1 100'C are roughly comparable, but the I 100'C
boundaries of Schrbcke (1966) differ distinctly" and an
attempted interpolation to 1050oC would differ even
more. The fields determined bv Komkov & Dubik

Frc. l. Compositions of natural columbite-tantalite and tapiolite minerals in the columbite quadrilateral, as compiled and analyzed
by Zelt (1975) and Sahama (1980) (A), Fmrd (1976; B), Moreau & Tramasure 11965; C), von Knorring & Fadipe (1981; D),
Voloshin & Pakhornovskyi (1938; E) and Cemy A frcit 1t985, 1989; D. Ttre original figures for A, D and E do not disringuish
plots of tetragonal (triangles) and orthorhombic phases (doa). In B, X marks compositions of unknown symmetry. The
turo-phase field derived from data in F marks approximate extent ofsingle-phase compositions.
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Ftc. 2. Two-phase regions in the columbite quadrilateral, as interpr€ted from experimental work. A: Moreau & Tramasure (1965;
heavy solid line) and Schriicke (1966; thin solid, dashed and doned tines) in dry systems ar I atrn.; B: Komkov & Dubik(1974)
in hydrothermal systems at 200oC and 3ffi-350'C, and on dry heating at 1t(b'i. Pattemed belts from Figure 48 are shown
for comparison.

1\r!l Nb2 06

Yellowknife pegmatite field, rantalite and ferrotapiolite
crystals are rarely in contact, but close to each other
within fist-sized hand specimens. In other cases, the two
minerals were found to be in direct contact, and locally
also intimately intergrown, or only a few mm apart but
of the same generation. Although we do not claim that
we have exhausted all possible sources, our study seems
to indicate that the coexistence of tantalite + feno-
tapiolite is not common in nature.

Electron-microprobe analyses of the tantalite and
fenotapiolite phases were performed in part on a MAC-5
elecron microprobe in the energy-dispersion mode, in
part on the CAMECA SX-50 electron microprobe.
Table 2 shows compositions representative of coexisting
tantalite and ferrotapiolite from some of the twelve
localities examined in this study, and the analytical
conditions. Figure 3 shows all data obtained for the
individual localities as tie-lines connecting coexisting
phases in thecolumbite quadrilateral. Figures 44, and48
summarize dala from all localities in the form of
individual data-poins.

X-ray powder diffraction was used to verifu the
identity of individual minerals, and to check the degree
ofstructural order. The conditions ofX-ray diffraction
study are ggoted by Ercit (1986), Jutz (1986), Wise
(1987) and Cernf et al. (l989ub).

(1974a) in hydrothermal experiments at 300-350.C are
the only ones that somewhat approach the boundaries
deflned by natural assemblages in Figure lF; however,
the shift of their two-phase field at 200"C into the
Mn,M-dominant part of the system is rather unex-
pected.

A review ofthe available experimental data suggests
that an insufficient control over intensive variables
involved in examining the columbite quadrilateral, the
small numberof experiments in some cases, incomplete
equilibration ofreaction products (most evident in the
work ofTanaka et al. 1988), and differences in phase
equilibria between ordered and disordered phasei may
be responsible for the discrepancies among the results
obtained by differont authors. General lack ofcorrespon-
dence between the boundaries defined by natural assem-
blages shown in Figure lF and those defined experimen-
tally stems primarily from the experimental conditions,
which are largely not comparable to the P-T regime of
pegmatite consolidation at the stages of crystallization
of the Nb,Ta oxide minerals.

SpacrMENs, Mptnoos eNp RssuI-rs

Table I summarizes the specimens used for the
present study, or sources of data. In the case of the

20@ kg/cm2

K & D 1 9 7 4
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TABLE I. SPECIMENS EXAI'{INED
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Local i ty Descri pti on Parent pegmatite* Reference/source

Spi t ta l  a.d.
Drau, Austria

Upper Bear Gulch,
South Dakota

Yel I owknife
f ie ld,  Nln

Nyanga, Uganda

Muhembe, Rwanda

l,loss, Norway

F inn i s  R i ve r ,
Austral i a

Bulena. Uganda

Schei bengraben,
Czechosl ovaki a

Tanco, Manitoba

Alto do Giz,
Brasi I

Bik i ta,  Z imbabwe

prlnary (or exsolution?) intergrowth
recrystallized on deforrnation
inclusions of ferrotantal i te in
ferrotapi ol ite
individual gralns several
centimetres apart
exsolutjon intergrowth
adjacent grains in an aggregate
nith wodglnlte and cassiteri te
intimate granular lntergrowth
intjmate lamel I ar intergrorths
withln snal l  grains

adjacent grains associated with
nicrol i te
adJacent grains

crystals 0.5 to a few rm apart,
and a microcrystall ine lntergrowth
crystals 2 mtt apart, both replacing
simpsonjte, associated with
aI umotantite
crystals a few mn apart, both
replacing sinpsonite

beryl-colunbite subtype

beryl -col umbi te
subtype

benyl -col umbi te
(-phosphate) subtypes

beryl-colunbite subtype

(Li  -bear l  ng)

gadol inite subtype

spodunene to amblygonite
subtype

beryl-columbite subtype

petal i te subtype (r i th
pol  1 uci  te )

spodumene subtype,
m ia ro l i t i c

petal i te subtype (wl th
pol  I  uc i  te )

[ern! et al.  (1989b)

Harvard lilineralogy
Museun #102894
Hise  (1987)

lern! et al.  (1989a)

Erc i t  (1986)

Ecole des Mlnes, Paris
Jutz (1986)

0. von Knorrjng

Moravl an l'luseum

Ercit  (1986)

Ercit  (  1986)

Ercit  (1986)

*See Cern! (1990, 1992) for peg,matite classjfJcation.

TABLI 2. CHTT,IICAL COI{POSITION OF RIPRESEI{TAIIVE PATRs OF FERROTAPIOLITI + TAI{TALITE

_ Splttsl
FTP FTN

TaZ05 rt.t 75.0 56.5
!1b205 8.5 26.4
Tt02  1 .0  0 .6
SnoZ 0.6
Fe203 0.5
Feo 14.0 12.9
llno 0.5 3.3

B lk l ta
FrP {rN
83.1 U.4
0 .2  0 .2

t .0  0 .6

g'.2 t.t
4.4 12,8

Uppe. 8. Gulch Nyanga
FTP MlI FIP FTN
77,3 58.0 76.5 55.8
7 .6  25 .5  7 ,0  27 .3
0 .3  0 .3  0 .4  0 .7
0 .4  0 .1  0 .5  0 .2

FTP FIII
76.0 57.9
6.2 24.8
'1 .3  0 .4
0 .9  0 .3

4 . 3  l 2 . l

Moss 8ul@a Schelbenqraben Janco Alto do Glz

FTP FIll FTP lilTl'l FTP lfril FTP iIrN FTP l'flt{

75.3 58.7 80.S 73.6 A.7 78.1 83.8 81 .7 86'0 6.2

7 ,4  25 .2  3 .6  10 .8  1 .0  5 .0  1 .4  3 '2  -  0 .3

0 .3  -  0 .  t  0 .1  0 .5  0 .6  0 .1

0 .4  -  0 .7  0 .40 .9
0 . 8

13.4  l  t  .5  13 .3  12 .2  12 .8  9 .7  14 .0
'1 .0  4 .4  0 .9  4 .3  0 .9  6 .7  0 .5

8 .3  13 .4  4 .4  10 .7  3 .5
7 .7  0 .5  10 .3  2 .9  10 .6

12.1  2 .4

Ta
Nb
TI
Sn
F e - '

Fe2+
I',ln

100.1  100.1  t00 .0
1 , 6 2  1 . 1  t  1 . 7 0
0.30 0.87 0.28
0.05 0.03 0.02
0.02 - 0.01
0.03
0.93 0.78 0.91
0.03 0.20 0.07

99.5 98.6 100.5
l . l 5  l . 7 t  1 . 0 9
0.84 0.26 0.88
o.o2 0.oz 0.03
-  0 .02  0 .01

0.70 0.91 0.73
0.27 0.06 0.26

s.7 99.8 99.4 99.9 99.0 99.2 97.8 98.9 100.2 99.6 100.3 100.2 98.5 99.0

t .69  l . l5  l .7o  l . l7  1 .85  1 .60  1 .94  l . ' 17  1 .42  1 .85  1 .99  1 .99  1 .97  1 .97

o.?3 0.82 0.27 0.83 0.14 0.39 0.04 0.18 0.05 0.t2 - 0.01 0.01 0.01

0.07 0.02 0.02 - 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.01

0.03 0.01 0.03 - 0.ol - 0.02 0.0] 0.04 0.02

0.0S - 0.03

0.87  0 .59  0 .95  0 .51  0 .94  0 .29  0 .77  0 .25  0 .85  0 .19  0 .67  o . t l  0 .66  0 . ' l l

0.06 0.42 0.04 0.48 0.04 0.70 0.21 0.75 0.15 0.8',1 0.31 0.87 0.33 0.89

2.99 2.99 2.99
Ta/(Ta{tlb) 0.84 0.56 0.86
I' ln/(l l frFe) 0.03 0.20 0.07

3.00 3.0t 3.01 2.99 2.99 2.99
0.88 0.59 0.86 0.58 0.93 0.80
0.06 0.41 0.04 0.49 0.04 0.70

2.99  2 .99  3 .01  2 .99  3 .00  2 .98  3 .01  3 .00

0.98 0.90 0.97 0.94 L00 0.99 0.99 0.99
0.22 A.75 0.16 0.81 0.30 0.8s 0.33 0.90

2.98 2.98 3.@
0.58 0.87 0.55
0.28 0.06 0.26

FTP - ferrotaDlol l te.  FTi l  -  ferrotantal l te.  t lTi l  -  MNanotetal l te;  at@lc contents calculoted on the basls of 6 oxygen atG per fo@la unlt .
Condlt lons of analysis (al l  dota except Schetbengrabei) :  l tAc-s electron olcroprobe ln energJr dlspersion @de, accelerat lng potent lal  20kV, s8lple
current 5hA masur-ed q ZnS, count lng 200s l lve [ l@; stahdards used rere casi l ter i te (SnL;),  t l tani te (TiKo),  Eanganotantal l te (MnKa. TaLo, Mc),
8a.NaNb.O,.  and CaNb,O. (NbLd);  dEta-Ere col lected yl th a KEVEX i lodel 70OO ED spectr@ter and rere reduced yl th KEVEX softrare, ut l l lz lng the
or6oru' tdt lC V (Col5v"l980).  Peak-overlao Drcbl@ rere resolved bv str lDDlnq tshnlques lnyolvlnq l lbrary spectro. Cctuposit ions colculated r l th
tot i t  re as Feo Ere;djusted by convert l ;q apDrolr late @unt of F;2. to Fe3; ,  j f  tdtal  of  cat lons erc@ded structural ly sval lable sl tes.
condlt lons of analys, ls Ischelb;graben):  c;@;b ciUcBAx sxso electron qlcroprobe ln yavelength dls!€.sion @de, accelerat lng potent lal . l5kv,
safiple cur.ert 20 ire mmured on-Faraday cup, countlng tl@ zosi standards used rere oangonotantallte (T8tla), FeNb2os (FeKd), lhIb206 (NbLo'
l i lnKd),  Snor(SnLd) and rut i le (TiKa).  Data Ere reduced uslhg the PAP rout ine of Pqchou & Plcholr  (1985).
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to td{b2oo I I to F€NbPs
to Fsllb2OE 10l'lrS6200

twelve localities examined in the presentFtc. 3. Pairs of coexisting (or associated) natural ferotapiolite and tantalite from the
study; see text and Table I for descriptive comments.

MnTarOa FoTarOa

,"rt*f-

MnTarOu

to FeNbrO, to MnNb206 I  f  to  FeNbrou

Ftc. 4. Summary of data points shown in individual parts of Figure 3 (A), and position of data bands encompassing 80Zo of the
examined ferrotapiolite and tantalite compositions (B).

FeTatOa

to  MnNb206
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MnTa206DISCUSSION

Character of the data on individual localities

It is evident from Figure 3 that the tie-lines linking
coexisting grains of feroopiolite and tantalite sweep
across the length of a two-phase region that is similar to
that shown in Figure lF. However, the nature of the data
varies widely among the individual localities. The best
internal consistency is shown by the Spittal data-set,
obtained on material recrystallized (and presumably
re-equilibrated) during Alpine regional rlsformation
imposed on the Hercynian pegmatite host (Cernli er aL
1989b). Similar consistency is suggested by most of the
data pairs from Nyanga #2, except those with Ta-en-
riched compositions of tantalite; these are relics from
one of the precursor phases identified in this exsolution
intergrowth (een! et at. 1989a). Compositions of the
late ferrotapiolite + tantalite pairs thatreplace orpostdate
simpsonite at Tanco, Bikita and Alto do Giz are very
close, indicating analogous conditions of crystallization
(Ercit 1986).

In contrast, the data obtained on the Finnis River
specimens (Juu 1986) are considerably divergent,
strongly suggestive of disequilibrium. The Yellowknife
set is particularly disturbed: it represents a summary of
data obtained on specimens found in a broad range of
pegmatites (which accounts for the wide range of FeAvIn
values). Also, as already stressed above, the minerals are
separated by silicate matrix and consequently are not
truly coexisting (which accounts for some of the scatter
in NblTa values). Moreover, the presence of crossing
tie-lines suggests that the associated phases did not reach
equilibrium. The same applies to the Scheibengraben
compositions, with slopes of two tie-lines opposite to
those from other localities,

The structural sta.te of the minerals examined is
variable. A sfucturally uniform suite of mineral pairs
could not be assembled because of the general scarcity
of coexisting tantalite and tapiolite. Both phases show a
high degree of order at Spittal a.d. Drau, Tanco, Alto do
Giz and Bikita but intermediate disorder at Upper Bear
Gulch, Yellowknife, Muhembe, Moss, Bulema and
Scheibengraben. The Nyanga ferrotantalite is moder-
ately disordered, but the coexisting tapiolite is highly
ordered. No data are available for the Finnis River
minerals.

General trend of coexisting phases

Despite the diversified provenance of the above data
sets and their variable quality, most of the compositions
are well aligned across the quadrilateral (Figs. 48, 5).
Relatively narrow bels are defined by 807o of all the
data points, most of the remarning compositions belong-
ing to the collection of the most disturbed Yellowknife
pairs. These belts can be considered general empirical

to  FeNbrOU to  MnNb206

Frc. 5. Comparison of the bands of coexisting (or associated)
ferrotapiolite and tantalite compositions of Figure 4B
(dotted) with the two-phase field outlined by singular data
in Figure lF (dashed).

boundaries of the two-phase field for natural minerals in
the columbite quadrilateral.

Based on compositions of coexisting phases, these
belts define the two-phase region much better than the
margins of compositional fields of single phases shown
in Figure lF. This is supported by the fact that the belts
of coexisting compositions are situated within the fields
defined by single phases. This strongly suggests that
individual tantalite and fenotapiolite compositions in-
side the two-phase field defined by coexisting composi-
tions may well be metastable, prone to unmix under
suitable conditions (cf. Cem. iv Zt al. 1989a; see also
Graham & Thornber 1974).

It must be stressed again that the boundaries derived
from the data are strictly empirical, characterizing
natural ferrotapiolite-tantalite compositions coexisting
in granitic pegmatites. The relationship of these bounda-
ries to specific values of diverse physical and chemical
parameters cannot be quantitatively defined at present.
Nevertheless, the qualitative appraisal that follows sug-
gests a more or less pronounced sensitivity of the
boundaries to conditions of crystallization.

Factors controlling thc two-phase region

Figure 6 schematically demonstrates shifts in the
boundaries of the two-phase field as they are known, or
suspected, at present.

Temperature is probably the most effective modifier
of the fenotapiolite-tantalite gap, but the experimental
evidence is contradictory. Schrticke's (1966) results
indicate that the two-phase fieldbroadens as temperature
decreases from 1100 to 900'C, whereas Komkov's &
Dubik's (1974a) experiments at 1100-300"C in the
system FeM2O6FeTa2O6 suggest the opposite. Within
the quadrilateral, Komkov & Dubik (1974a) claimed
broadening of the tapiolite field from 1100 to 200"C,
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300-350cc

MnTarO,

?
increarlng P

FeTaaO,

Increaslng
lmpurltle!

increaelng | (Oz)
(Tokizakl et al. 1986)

decreaslng T and order
(1lq)-3q)cc, K & D 1974a)

to FeNbrO"

whereas the columbite-tantalite field initially expands
somewhat (to 3G350"C) and dramatically shrinks on
turther cooling (at 200'C; cf. Fig.2B). In view of the
above inconsistencies, there is no straightforward an-
swer available at present to the question of the tempera-
ture factor.

The fugacity of oxygen also is a potentially important
variable, as shown by Komkov & Dubik (1974a) and
Tokizaki et al. (1986). According to the latter authors,
increasing flO) favors the orthorhombic structure, at
Ieast for the FeM2O6 composition.

Structural state was reported by Komkov & Dubik
(1974a) to affect the field boundaries. Increased degree
of order of synthetic phases at higher temperatures is
claimed to be responsible for the widening gap between
orthorhombic and tetragonal structures in the system
FeM2O6-FeTa2O6 (Komkov & Dubik l974uFie.5).

Impurities that disorb the simple A820.6
stoichiometry ofthe tetragonal and orthorhombic phases
were not examined experimentally. Howevero compos!
tions of natural ixiolite with substantial proportions of
Sn, Ti, Sc, Fe$ or W are known to populate most of the
two-phase region in the columbite quadrilateral. A1-
though the effect of the above cations on the field of
ferrotapiolite is not known, they do expand the colum-
bite-tantalite field. and thus reduce the width of the
two-phase region.

Pressure effects are not known at present. We can
only speculate that increasing pressure may expand the
two-phase field at the expense ofboth fenotapiolite and
columbite-tantalite regions.

In view of the above variables, it is rather surprising
that the scatter in the compositions that empirically
define the boundaries is so limited. If we eliminate the

to MnNb2O6

Fto. 6. Schematic illustration of shifts in the two-phase field boundaries induced
by variations in temperature, pressure, oxygen fugacity, structural state and
heterovalent substitutions.

1|OO'C docreaolr4 f
2OO"C (K&D19748)

decreaslng T
( I lOO-gncC. Schrticke'1968)

extreme data from the Yellowknife field as caused by
disequilibrium (Figs. 4B, 5), we may conclude that the
belts closely approximate an isothermal section through
a pseudoquaternary solvus. This is probably true for the
boundaries in the Fe > Mn part of the quadrilateral,
defined by primary ferrotapiolite-ferrotantalite pairs
from blocky zones and albitic units: the boundaries
indicate essentially unifonn conditions of their crystal-
lization. However, the uppermost segments of the
boundaries, close to the ferrotapiolite-manganotantalite
edge of the quadrilateral, are defined by late associates
of simpsonite. These ferrotapiolite-manganotantalite
pain undoubtedly precipitated at temperatures distinctly
lowerthan did the primary M-enriched pain.

SUMMARY

Empirical boundaries of the ferrotapiolite-tantalite
gap, based on pairs ofcoexisting or associated minerals,
approach equilibrium conditions much more closely
than those separating compositions of isolated ferro-
tapiolite and tantalite, as established earlier (Cernf &
Ercit 1985, 1989). Single-phase compositions located
inside the two-phase field defined by coexisting miner-
als are metastable. This is demonstrated by the retct
character oftheir representatives, which are otherwise
largely equilibrated into ferrotapiolite-tantalite pairs
(Cem! et al. 1989a).

The shape, extent and location of the two-phase
region are controlled by temperature, flO), structural
state of the coexisting phases, impurities that affect their
stoichiometry, and probably also by pressure. In spite of
the experimental work performed to date, the quantita-
tive role of these variables is poorly understood, and in
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some cases even the qualitative sense of changes induced
by the above factors is not reliably established.

Experimental determination of binary and pseudo-
quaternary solvi is required, separately for disordered
and ordered phases, through geologically realistic
ranges of temperature and pressure. Modifications of
these solvi by impurities (Sn, Ti, W, Sc, Fe3*) and
geochemically feasible changes in.flO) should then be
examined. Such a systematic study is the only approach
that will result in proper understanding of natural
conditions of ferrotapiolile + tantalite crystallization. Ar
present, we can only stress that these conditions must be
considerably uniform at different localities, and uni
formly changing from primary to late secondary assem-
blages in the course of pegmatite consolidation.
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